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Runic Necromancy 
 
Dwarven culture focuses on ancestor worship. For deviant dwarves that embrace necromancy, that culture 
is backwards—the dead should help the living, not be venerated by those who have their own lives to live. 
The ancestors had their chance. Now, tombs shall be fortresses, the revered dead shall be slaves to the 
dark thirsts of the present, and those who think to dominate shall taste death. 
 
Detractors call this hideous, vile practice “meatsmithing.” The runes are printed on living flesh, rather 
than on cold steel. This necromancy is a disturbing, fleshy, corrupted practice to dwarves accustomed to 
working stone and metal. 
 
Cost to Impart Rune 
A dwarf with the Empty Rune can thereafter create runes for other dwarves. Each rune costs experience to 
implant, from the one who bestows the rune rather than from the one receiving the rune. 
• Lesser runes cost 1,000 experience. 
• Greater runes cost 3,000 experience. 
• Master runes cost 5,000 experience. 
 
Cost to Receive Rune 
Dwarves receiving runes are damaged by the print of necromantic energy. 
• Lesser runes cost 1 point of Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma. 
• Greater runes cost 1 point of Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution. 

o Losing 1 Constitution means the dwarf loses 1 hit point per level from permanent total. 
• Master runes cost 1 point as a lesser rune, and 1 point as a greater rune. 
 
While lone dwarven necromancers can be a problem, more often they are in packs. A ruthless leader will 
arrange for an underling to take several runes, even if they are ruinous to the underling. Even if an 
underling cannot walk and is in a palanquin, borne into battle like a relic, the effects remain and can shift 
the tide of battle. 
 
Location of Rune 
• Lesser runes can be printed anywhere on the body. They are about the size of the dwarf’s palm, black 

with glittering nitrous silver—a broken, gummy glimpse of the endless night sky twisted into flesh. 
• Greater runes must be printed on the torso, they are twice the size of a lesser rune. 
• The Empty Rune must be placed over the dwarf’s heart.  

o Some ambitious dwarves force their students to get lesser or greater runes over the heart, to 
assure that they can never ascend to receive the Empty Rune. Others understand the crucial 
needs of leadership development for the spread of the cult. 

 
Lesser Runes 
 
Dwarves receiving lesser runes gain the title “Corpsesmith.” These runes appear to be leering twisted 
parodies of the runes that dwarven mastersmiths stamp into their formidable weapons. 
 
•  Breathless. The dwarf does not need to breathe, and is immune to gas attacks or drowning. 
• Charm Undeath. This rune grants a number of protections against the undead. 

o Encountering undead of equal or higher hit dice than the dwarf’s level, the dwarf is +3 on a 
reaction test. 
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o Undead of a lower hit die than the dwarf’s level will not attack the dwarf unless compelled by 
a greater force than the dwarf. 

 If asked for help, the undead may roll on “Retainer Reactions” on B21 to see how 
they respond. 

 A dwarf may have up to [character level] hit dice of “retainer” undead. 
o Undead of hit die half the dwarf’s level will actively seek to help the dwarf. 

 They count as “offer accepted” on Retainer Reactions, and count against the total hit 
dice of undead retainers the dwarf may have. 

• Chill. The dwarf is comfortable in frigid conditions. Cold based attacks do half damage. The rune 
does not bring with it greater vulnerability, only extending comfort and safety dealing with cold. 

• Death Armor. The dwarf takes 1 round and loses 1 hit point per each -1 on the target’s current armor 
class. The target’s armor class improves by 2 for 1 turn. 

o This can only be done to self, or to friendly undead. 
• Drink Life. In a ritual taking 1 turn, the dwarf can drink the life blood of a living humanoid, draining 

the humanoid to death. The dwarf regains 1d4 hit points per the sacrifice’s hit dice. 
o This works on humans, dwarves, halflings, goblins, orcs, hobgoblins, lizardfolk, kobolds, and 

other similar creatures. 
o This does not work on elves or those with elvish or fey blood. 

• Impart Undeath. Using this rune costs 1 full turn, freedom to use hands, and to speak in at least a 
mutter. The dwarf must have corpses or ashes on hand. 

o The dwarf can choose to lose up to 20 hit points. Each hit point lost is +1 on a d20 roll. If the 
dwarf is successful on the d20 roll by rolling equal to or below the number of hit points 
sacrificed, then the dwarf can animate available remains. 

o The dwarf creates 1 hit die of undead per 2 full levels. (A +1 counts as an extra hit die.)1 
• Question the Dead. The ritual takes 1 turn, and the skull of the dead must be present. The dwarf tests 

monster reaction (B24). Each question asked lowers the reaction rating by one. A hostile skull will 
not be helpful, but may still answer questions. The skull can no longer speak when below 2 reaction. 

o This ritual does not guarantee truthfulness, helpfulness, or knowledge on the skull’s part. 
• Resist Death. Once per day, the dwarf can take a full turn of meditation and regain 1 hit point per 

Constitution point. Excess hit points are lost. Also, when the dwarf’s hit points are gone, the dwarf 
may roll 1d20—rolling under the dwarf’s Constitution, the dwarf has 1 hit point left but is 
incapacitated until healing at least 1 more hit point. 

• Restore Undead. In a ritual taking 1 turn, the dwarf can sacrifice living creatures to restore hit points 
to undead. The dwarf kills the creature, and either all undead within 15 feet regain 1 hit point per 
sacrificed creature’s hit dice, or one undead receives 1d4 hit points per sacrifice’s hit dice. 

• Share Death. The dwarf can sacrifice up to [1 hit point per level] before attacking with a melee 
weapon. If the attack hits, each sacrificed hit point is added to the damage inflicted on the target. 

• Slay. The dwarf can give up 1 hit point per the target’s hit dice (instinctively known upon committing 
to undertake this action) and attack at -2 to hit. Upon touching the target, the target must Save vs. 
Death Ray or let out a shriek and keel over dead and rigid. The hit points are lost when the attack is 
attempted, whether it hits or not. This only works on truly living targets that are not plants or 
constructs. 

• Untorn Essence. The dwarf becomes immune to level-draining attacks of undead, and also immune 
to paralysis effects from undead. 

 
Greater Runes 
 

                                                 
1 Highly recommend using Dyson Logos extra powers for cool undead here. 
http://rpgcharacters.wordpress.com/2011/01/11/labyrinth-lord-uniquely-undead/ 
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Dwarves receiving Greater Runes receive the title “Master Meatsmith.” 
 
• Accept Sacrifice. In 1 round, undead within 5 feet of the dwarf may volunteer up to all their hit 

points, to heal the dwarf’s injuries. Every 2 hit points sacrificed heals 1 hit point. 
• Deadly Focus. Mind-altering effects that allow a saving throw cannot affect the dwarf. This includes 

sleep, cause fear, and charm. 
• Death Shriek. Instead of attacking, the dwarf may scream a death cry. The dwarf loses 1 hit point per 

[hit dice of the toughest foe]. This acts as “Cause Fear.” 
• Defy Gods. All undead within 21 feet are more difficult to turn. If a cleric successfully turns them, 

the dwarf may save vs. Paralysis or Turn to Stone. If the dwarf succeeds, the undead are not turned. 
• Touch of Death. The dwarf can trade 1 hit point per target’s level or hit dice and strike with level 

drain as a wight (B44). 
• Undead Vitality. All undead within 21 feet can only be hit by silvered or magic weapons. 

o Those who normally can only be hit by silvered or magic weapons ignore 1 hit point of 
damage per hit die. 

 
Master Runes 
 
Dwarves achieving this distinction gain the title “Lord Meatsmith.” 
 
• Master of the Dead.  Skull, crown, and scepter formed of a knotwork of interlaced runes. 

o Rituals taking 1 turn take 1 round. Rituals taking 1 round can be done instantly. 
o Grants +3 to all reaction and retainer tests with undead. 
o Every 3 levels gives undead within 21 feet +1 to hit and damage from morale. 

• Conduit of Death. Nightmarish image of the broken Gates of the Dead, layered rune patterns. 
o Grants the dwarf 1 free hit point to “spend” per Constitution, using lesser or greater runes. 
o Doubles the experience or hit dice of sacrifices benefiting the undead. 
o Doubles range of necromantic effects. 

• Undying. Hideous skeletal phoenix tearing down from its ashes in a cascade of rune progression. 
o Can “borrow” hit points equal to Constitution from necromantic energy. Within the next 24 

hours, those hit points of damage will be accepted. Temporarily, the dwarf can stay up. 
o Saving vs. Paralysis or Turn to Stone, the dwarf ignores all damage from an attack involving 

cold, fear, death energy, or magic spells. 
o The dwarf can prepare a cauldron of blood that is frozen solid. Upon the dwarf’s death, the 

cauldron will begin to thaw, then warm; in 7d4 days, it will heat all the way to boiling, and 
the dwarf will emerge reborn. This costs the dwarf 1 Constitution each time it is done. 

 
The Empty Rune 
 
Only rulers of clans of necrodwarves may receive the Empty Rune. They gain the title, “Thane of 
[suitably impressive abstraction involving death].” Examples include: Corpses, Slaughter, The Void, 
Urathi Heights, etc. 
 
The Empty Rune does not lower ability scores, or cause any other degrading of the character. 
 
This rune is somehow both hideous and thoroughly abstract. Eyes that see it sting and water. It is always 
placed above the dwarf’s heart. It grants two abilities. 
• The dwarf can now tattoo other dwarves with runic necromancy. (Except the Empty Rune.) 
• The dwarf can take 1 turn to conduct a sacrifice of a sentient, as described in “Drink Life.” 
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o The dwarf gains 500 experience per hit die/level sacrificed. This experience does not 
contribute towards leveling, but instead grants experience to be spent on tattooing other 
dwarves with runic necromancy. 

 
The Empty Rune is bestowed by the Silencer of Stars, a dwarven mask for the great looming god of 
death. Only in desecrating a deep, profoundly significant tomb of a thane can a necrodwarf who is already 
seared with a Master Rune possibly come to the attention of the Silencer of Stars. If successful, the 
necrodwarf will sense something at the edge of dreams, then imbibe hideous concoctions designed to 
imitate death. After several weeks of coma, the necrodwarf will either die horribly screaming, or wake 
with a print that the Godshadow seared into his or her flesh—the Empty Rune. At that point, the 
necrodwarf founds a new order of necromancers, and the contagion spreads. 


